CIACA REPORT RECEIVED

AGM Lausanne 13 April 2013

- Frequent contact with FAI HeadQuarter
- Continuous contact with partners like EAS and EFLEVA
- Periodical contact with the leaders of the 3 working groups:
  - CIACA educational and social initiatives
  - New technologies and their progress for the aviation
  - FAI sport codes for CIACA Records and Events

CIACA EDUCATIONAL AND SOCIAL INITIATIVES (CARL RÖNN)

- Initiatives to receive EU funding for education in process.
- Young Eagles invited to EAS50 Birthday Free Entrance + Meals Flight for 20.- + age.-
- Young People from RadioCico.ch with local TV-set LOLY always involved

NEW POWER SOURCES

- Different electric experimental aircraft
- Piapio twin electric two seats
- Hydrogene

NEW TECHNOLOGIES AND THEIR PROGRESS FOR THE AVIATION (HERMANN EIGNER & AH)

- Torso houses the motor
- Inner wing provides lift
- Outer wing produces propulsion
- Tail tilts to guide plane left or right
~ 15 INTERNATIONAL FLY-INS  
> 30 REGIONAL MEETINGS  
- Competitions with the following criteria:  
  - Most beautiful home built Aircraft  
  - Best kit-build Aircraft  
  - Most innovation Aircraft  
  - Outstanding Workmanship  
  - Longest Distance to join the Fly-In  
  - Best-build Rotorcraft  
  - Best Restoration  

3 CIACA AWARDS  
- The Henri Mignet Diploma  
- The Phénix Diploma  
- The Phénix Group Diploma  

FAI CIACA SPORT CODE13  
Solar Impulse  
Payenne-Madrid - Phoenix - Dallas  

11. UPDATE ABOUT OTHER RELEVANT BODIES  
- EFLEVA (European Federation of Light, Experimental and Vintage Aircraft)  
- EAS (Europe Air Sports)  
- EASA (European Aviation Safety Agency)  
- EASA50 (Experimental Aviation of Switzerland 50Years)  
- RCS (Youth and School Radio) regularly  
- TV from time to time  

6. PROPOSALS TO FAI EXECUTIVE BOARD, FAI HEAD OFFICE OR NEXT AGM  
- More active CIACA members  
- Better assistance of NAC’s desired  
- Each NAC should try to bundle homebuilders to give them a home ..... or help to bring them back again.  

12. ANY OTHER BUSINESS  

FAQ
14. DATE AND PLACE OF NEXT MEETING

- AERO 14 Messe Friedrichshafen
  10. April – 13. April 2014
- AGM 39th meeting
  13. April 2014

5. POSITIVE RESULTS

- Air Sport Commission has become productive
- National competitions will become FAI Diplomas in the near future

13. CIACA BUDGET 2013-2014

- No income is planned as national builder association take care of national competition and Awards
- Very limited budget for competition General Conference, Meetings NAC, ASCP, ASC Plenaries
- PR and Marketing
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2. Nearly 30 National Fly-Ins
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4. CIACA president Report
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3. CIACA AWARDS

- The Henri Mignet Diploma
  Jean Pierre Marie & Jean Pierre Delage, France
  JPM 03 Loiret